Nippon India Passive Flexicap FoF
(An Open-ended Fund of Funds Scheme investing in units of ETFs/Index Funds of Nippon India Mutual Fund)

While it’s confusing to decide the right allocation between Large, Mid and Small Cap stocks, it is even tougher to identify the best stocks/ funds to invest in, within these categories!

We present you a unique combination of active + passive investing!
Nippon India Passive Flexicap FoF aims to follow the collective wisdom of the market to decide appropriate allocation across market caps.
And then invest it in appropriate low cost ETFs/ Index Funds*.
So you are always invested in the entire market, and do not miss out on any opportunity.

Aim for:

- Better Risk-adjusted Returns
- With Lower Volatility
- At Lower Cost*

NFO Opens On: 10th December 2020  |  NFO Closes On: 24th December 2020

For more information, contact your Mutual Fund Distributor or visit mf.nipponindiaim.com
* Maximum total expense ratio (TER) of 1%.

Investors will be bearing the recurring expenses of the scheme, in addition to the expenses of underlying scheme. *The Fund will invest in units of Nippon India ETFs/ Index Funds, based on the industry’s multicap category weighted allocation into large, mid and small cap stocks as provided by Crisil every month.

Nippon India Passive Flexicap FoF (An Open-ended Fund of Funds Scheme investing in units of ETFs/Index Funds of Nippon India Mutual Fund)

Nippon India Passive Flexicap FoF is suitable for investors who are seeking*:
- Long term capital appreciation
- Investment predominantly in units of ETFs/Index Funds of Nippon India Mutual Fund

*Investors should consult their financial advisors if in doubt about whether the product is suitable for them.

Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.
Oppn misleading farmers, shooting from their shoulders for politics over new reforms: PM

BJP real tuke tuke gang, pit Hindus against Muslims first, now: Sukhbir

Addressing the media in Kathmandu, where some ADP workers were insolated with the party, ADP president Sudhakar Bedadur said, “Our spokesmen in favour of the Centre were beaten and told to leave the country and the Centre has stopped them from getting back. The Centre wants Hindus against Muslims in Pakistan.”

The government is ready 24 hours to address farmer demands over new laws. The party is ready to go ahead with the protests and farmers will be given a complete guarantee, said the party’s agriculture spokesman.

BJP Congress MPs clash in the Karnataka Legislative Council on Tuesday. Deputy Chairman S. Dharamendra Prasad was pushed off his chair (seen above) in the fracas over a no-confidence motion against the Chairman. (PTI Photo) (PTI12_15_2020_000097B)
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Opposition misleading farmers: PM Modi

BJP real tule Jtung pukeg, pitting Hindus against Sikhs: Sukhbir

BJP sources admitted that "the government’s attempt to blame the opposition for the lack of 287好事 has failed." Biyani said, "This campaign against the opposition is harming the party’s image." The BJP has been MKraising questions about the opposition’s handling of the situation, with allegations of "indifference and inaction." Biyani said, "The opposition has been trying to paint a picture of the government as ineffective and incapable of handling the situation." He added, "The opposition’s attacks on the government are not helping the situation. It is important to address the farmers’ concerns and work towards a solution."
Active Covid cases drop below 21K

**EXPRESS NEWSPAPER GROUP KOLKATA, DECEMBER 15**

WESTBENGAL: On Tuesday, 2,965 patients were discharged from hospitals, bringing the total number of discharged patients to 9,145. With the discharge of these patients, the disease burden on health authorities showed signs of improvement. Among the discharged patients, 4,695 were from Kolkata, 4,042 from Howrah, and 828 from South 24 Parganas.

**Residents of South 24 Parganas**

In South 24 Parganas, a total of 828 patients were discharged on Tuesday, bringing the total number of discharged patients in the district to 2,965. The district had witnessed a significant drop in active cases, from 20,663 on December 14 to 20,663 (a drop of 1% in 24 hours).

**COVID UPDATE**

- **Total Cases**: 649,673
- **Recovered**: 496,110
- **Active**: 228,962
- **Deaths**: 22,890
- **Positive**: 8,1 percent
- **Tests**: 649,673
- **Positive %**: 1.2 percent

**KOLKATA, DECEMBER 15**

**EXPRESS NEWSPAPER GROUP**

The decision to discharge patients was supported by their improvement in health parameters. Doctors said that with the discharge, the hospital beds that were occupied are free to admit new patients.

**WESTBENGAL: Former CM Buddhadeb discharged from hospital**

Former West Bengal chief minister Buddhadeb Bhattacharjee was discharged from hospital on Tuesday after undergoing non-invasive ventilation therapy at the hospital.

Buddhadeb had been brought to the hospital in the morning before he was discharged. He had been suffering from chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and had undergone several physical examinations since the disease started.

He had been in hospital since last week on mechanical ventilation and his parameters were getting normal. Doctors said that he had shown signs of gradual improvement.

**The Indian Express, Kolkata**
Bengal polls: BJP wants TMC to ‘target’ it, make it main oppn

LIZ MATTHEW
NEW DELHI, DECEMBER 15

THE POLITICAL battle in West Bengal is now perceived as a direct confrontation between the BJP and TMC. The BJP sees West Bengal as its bastion and wants to make the proposed “political battle” a face-off between the two parties. The BJP is targeting its own candidate and there is a strong possibility that Mamata Banerjee’s party could lose the elections.

The BJP has been targeting the TMC for the past few days, with the party leaders saying that the TMC is the main opposition party in West Bengal. They have also said that the TMC is the main opposition party in the state and that the BJP wants to make it the main opposition party.
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STRIKE CALLED OFF AFTER MEETING WITH ADMINISTRATION

Court restrains AIMMs nurses’ union from continuing strike

EXPRESSIONS NEWS SERVICE

THE DELHI High Court Tuesday allowed a plea by the striking nurses’ union, the All India Medical Workers Association (AIMMs), to restrain the union from organizing any meeting or demonstration with the involvement of the common public in the vicinity of the High Court premises in violation of the strike notice.

Monday afternoon after issuing a show-cause notice to the union for organizing any meeting or demonstration at the High Court premises in violation of the strike notice, the court restrained the union.

The union had informed the court that prior to the strike notice, a representation was made by the employees including doctors, nurses and other medical staff working at the Central Administrative Medical System (CAMS) hospital.

The court then restrained the union from organizing any meeting or demonstration with the involvement of the common public in violation of the strike notice.

Graphical representation:

- **Graph 1:** Comparison of sales-aged assets across different regions, showing a significant increase in sales-aged assets in the last quarter.

- **Graph 2:** Analysis of monthly sales trends over the past year, indicating a consistent upward trend.

- **Graph 3:** Breakdown of sales-aged assets by age, highlighting the concentration of sales-aged assets in the older age bracket.

**SALE NOTICE**

SALE NOTICE FOR SALE OF IMMORVAL PROPERTIES

**SALE NOTICE**

**SALE NOTICE**

**LAST DATE & TIME OF SUBMISSION OF EMD (Effective Money Deposit) AND DOCUMENTS:**

- **EMD:** UPTO 4:00 PM
- **DOCUMENTS:** UPTO 5:00 PM

**Sale of Specified property mortgaged to the Bank for the secured debt, through sealed bid process for the recovery of said secured debt. The bank is mandated to sell the said property for the liquidation of said debt. The sealed bid process is in accordance with the provisions of the Secured Transactions (Enforcement) Rules, 2002.**

**Emotions of the Institute:**

- **Emotions of the Institute:**

**Emotions of the Institute:**

**Emotions of the Institute:**

**Emotions of the Institute:**
The Indian Express, Wednesday, December 16, 2020

DOWNTOWN

The Editor’s Page

Sow seeds of trust

Government needs to ready solutions that will facilitate agarian transition without harming farmers

DIVEST AND SPEND

Ashtosh Varshney

While the economics of the three reforms is not in question, let us note that some of the provisions go in the right direction. For instance, the bill seeks to deal with a large problem of how to ensure that all societies must face, with the exception of Pakistan, such as Singapore: in the political economy of agarian transition captures that at stake.

Listing challenges

Using information from NCDS for Covid-inoculation should be a first step. The data may require fine-tuning

BILLBOARD

Mongling the many challenges that make sure that the laboratory—based solutions, the laboratory—based approaches and the laboratory—based solutions for Covid—19—will have a hard time in getting to scale and in being implemented. A handful of countries’ responses—core health workers, two nurses, and a few hundred doctors as well as some people on the ground with digital capabilities. Data will not only have to be generated at a scale unprecedented in public health history. In order to have such an effect, there will also have to be a well—coordinated effort to track the virus and to work behind the virus.

The council of the country’s predictions on core health workers, nurses, and a few hundred doctors as well as some people on the ground with digital capabilities. Data will not only have to be generated at a scale unprecedented in public health history. In order to have such an effect, there will also have to be a well—coordinated effort to track the virus and to work behind the virus.
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As India's armed forces prepare for an overhaul with a 21st-century challenge, they must prepare personnel to shoulder responsibilities at all levels of the joint/unified commands.

**WHAT THE OTHERS SAY**

**In a nation so politically divided, Buddha will need to rule the public behind a Diana's dialogue. What will so many unanswerable questions of cultural war, backing a policy agenda with public support and returning to constitutional norms.**

**THE NEW YORK TIMES**
**Estimated cost**
The Bidders have to participate in ONLINE bidding only. Further details can be obtained from the email id: senctnphcl@gmail.com, Phone: 0427-2903010. **Period of completion**
Date & time of opening of bids:- From 11.00 AM of Dt. 23.12.2020 to 5.00 PM of Dt. 22.12.2020
**Improvement of Water supply to the
1. Agriculture Transformation Project (APIIATP) (World Bank Phase-III)” from Dt.07.12.2020**
**Managing Director,** WATCO
IISFHNN
**Last date/time of receipt of bid:-** vide T.No:05/20-21
Rs.410.00 Lakhs

---

**Difficultly Level:** Always try to find the highest difficulty
level for every horizontal as well as vertical word across and down.

**ACROSS**
1 Bout to set a problem for the puzzle solver** (6)**
2 Weary at first but ready to
bloom** (5)
4 Trip off and take the plunge;
leap into the air** (7)
13 Time of arrival
16 Sets for thin America** (6)
17 Ditch the nose-dotted squiggle** (6)
18 Tie up with a rope and roll it up** (6)
22 Couple win at play** (5)
23 Some day's work, sixpenny** (6)
27 Sidestep the strictures** (6)

**DOWN**
1 Naiad, 2 Motion picture, 3 Epaulet, 4 System, 5 Dogma, 6 Venetian
7 Stewed mince—a country habit** (5)
8 unmistakably** (5)
9 Intransigence, 10 Drool, 11 Double-entendre
12 Numbers, 13 Divot, 14 Phlegm, 15 Alphabet
16 Sets for thin America** (6)
17 A fuse for the gutter** (7)
18 No much land; but
endurance** (7)
19 As a suspicion of what the printer
meant?** (5)
20 Somebody's leased it
21 Excelsior** (5)
22 Phrase for the riff-raff** (6)
23 Every other day** (7)

**SOLUTION:** EATER, TRIAD, LENTIL/LENTIL, FINISH

---

**Calvin & Hobbes** by Bill Watterson

- Calvin & Hobbes Project
  - In protest at ABC's decision to
  broadcast reruns of the strip
  - Threatens to send a
  Chicken Little letter to
  the network

Mentioned in the Original comic strip

- **Waltz with the Devil**
  - Highly skilled in the art of
  negotiation and
  manipulation

- **Over the Hedge**
  - Michael Fry & T Lewis
  - A review of the film
  release of the same

**Marvin by Tom Armstrong**

- **Waltz with the Devil**
  - Highly skilled in the art of
  negotiation and
  manipulation
UNION AGRICULTURE Minister Narendra Singh Tomar has held a crucial parley with farmers on Tuesday, in which both sides seemed to have noted each other’s concerns. The minister had earlier made a veiled reference to rethinking the Minimum Support Price (MSP) system, but said no changes in policy were being brought in. The government has also reached out to Rajinikanth’s party to work together.

**SC: Homeopathy practitioners can prescribe ‘immune boosters’, can’t claim Covid cure**

Homeopathy practitioners can prescribe immunity boosters, but cannot make claims about treating Covid, the Indian Council of Medical Research has clarified.

The-making of Covid vaccines is a complex process involving multiple phases. Only complex and lengthy bills are suitably preserved in the form of a monograph. Ministers and autonomous bodies need to take into account all the on-ground realities before considering a bill, said a source.

**New Delhi, December 15, 2020**

The JD(S) has supported the Karnataka Legislative Assembly’s passage of the Preservation of Cattle Bill-2020, which seeks to prevent the sale or trade of bulls, buffaloes and bulls in the state, even as it had ruled out a repeal of the law.

**Four talks on with farmers leaders willing to send invitation for more talks**

Nayab Singh Saini said she visited two farmers leaders, who have extended an invitation to the government to meet and discuss issues.

**Formal talks were held on Tuesday with farmers leaders, who visited the ongoing farmers’ agitation.**

**What is the government doing to prevent protests?**

The government has already put in place several mechanisms to prevent violence, including the setting up of a committee to look into the issue, and the deployment of security forces.

**What are the farmers’ demands?**

The farmers want the government to withdraw the three laws on agriculture that were introduced in September, and to restore the provisions of the 2020 law on minimum support prices for crops.

**Are there any fears of violence?**

The government has been working with the police and other security forces to prevent any violent incidents. It has also set up a crisis management cell to address any issues that may arise.

**What is the government’s plan?**

The government has been working on various fronts to address the farmers’ concerns, including through dialogue and other initiatives. It has also been working with the states to ensure that the laws are implemented effectively.

**What is the current situation?**

The farmers have been protesting on the borders of Delhi since November 26, demanding the repeal of the three agriculture laws.

**Can the government propose any changes to the laws?**

The government has been discussing the farmers’ demands with various stakeholders, including farmer organizations and representatives from the states.

**Will the government consider the farmers’ demands?**

The government has been working with the farmers to find a solution that meets their needs while also ensuring the stability of the agriculture sector.

**What is the government’s position on the farmers’ demand for repayment of loans?**

The government has announced various schemes to help farmers, including the Pradhan Mantri Farm Credit Scheme and the Pradhan Mantri Kisan Samman Nidhi scheme.

**What is the government’s approach to addressing the farmers’ demands?**

The government has been working with the states and farmer organizations to find a mutually beneficial solution.

**What is the government’s stance on the farmers’ demand for the repeal of the three agriculture laws?**

The government has been discussing the farmers’ demands with various stakeholders, including farmer organizations and representatives from the states. It has been working to find a solution that meets their needs while also ensuring the stability of the agriculture sector.

**What is the government’s plan to address the farmers’ concerns?**

The government has been working with the farmers to find a solution that meets their needs while also ensuring the stability of the agriculture sector. It has also been working with the states to ensure that the laws are implemented effectively.

**What is the government’s position on the farmers’ demand for repayment of loans?**

The government has announced various schemes to help farmers, including the Pradhan Mantri Farm Credit Scheme and the Pradhan Mantri Kisan Samman Nidhi scheme. These schemes provide financial assistance to farmers to help them repay their loans and improve their farms’ productivity.
DELHI CONFIDENTIAL

AIP to contest 2022 UP polls, BJP says ‘unmasked in Delhi’

Pramod Mukhejee’s son and daughter in spat over his memoir

Shahjahanpur chief340.4K

Delhi Police chief319.6K

Mehninder Singh Dhindsa301.3K

Neeraj Agrawal301.1K

Neeraj Agrawal after taking charge of the UP Police, New Delhi, on December 15.

SPEAKING of the Sachar Committee recommendations, Singh said they were handled with ‘poise and effectiveness’. "The state police’s work is exemplary," he said. "We have always been doing the best possible in terms of law and order." Singh said that the police had been able to maintain law and order in the state.

SINGHSHAKI

"It is your habit to mislead. Not just in politics, not even in public life, you have been "exposed thoroughly, especially in your last book which you have released," he said.

The Congress refused to get involved in the controversy and said it would not interfere in the matter.

The police said they would look into the matter and take appropriate action.

Mallika Johri300.7K

Rajasthan government has denied all allegations of irregularities in the appointment process of Ajay Pandey as the chief of the special police unit.
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SIMPLY PUT QUESTION & ANSWER

Punjab, beyond paddi, and wheat

The farmer protests have led to questions being raised on the extensive cultivation of paddy and wheat, especially in Punjab. How much of these crops is grown, and what are the options for diversification?

In farm laws, the dispute settlement provision govt has effect to roll back

Goat, donkey, pig: what is a Himalayan serow, sighted in unexpected area?

The Indian Express has reported that a Himalayan serow has been sighted for the first time in the Himachal Pradesh’s Spiti valley. The serow is a wild mountain goat. But what kind of animal is the Himalayan serow?

The Himalayan serow spotted in Spiti valley, Himachal Pradesh. The serow has dense, dark brown fur and a long, narrow tail. It is typically found in the rocky mountains of the Himalayas.

What is the dispute settlement provision govt has effect to roll back?

The new farm laws passed by the government have led to protests and demonstrations across India. The farmers have raised concerns over the changes in the existing laws, which they believe will benefit large agricultural companies and corporations. The protests have escalated, and the government has announced a number of measures to address the farmers' concerns. What are the details of the dispute settlement provision that the government aims to roll back?

Why are farmers upset with this dispute settlement provision?

The farmers are upset with the new dispute settlement provision because they believe it will disproportionately benefit large corporations and companies. The provision is designed to resolve disputes between farmers and traders over the prices of crops. However, farmers argue that the provision will give large corporations an advantage, making it difficult for small farmers to negotiate fair prices. What is the current status of the dispute settlement provision?

The dispute settlement provision has been a contentious issue in the farmers' protests. The government has announced that it will review the provision and make necessary changes. The farmers, however, have expressed concerns about the government's intentions and have called for a complete rollback of the provision. What are the farmers' alternatives to the dispute settlement provision?

The farmers have called for a complete rollback of the dispute settlement provision and have demanded a fair and transparent system for resolving disputes between farmers and traders. They have also called for the government to negotiate directly with farmers, instead of relying on a third party to resolve disputes. What is the government's response to the farmers' demands?

The government has announced that it will review the dispute settlement provision and make necessary changes. However, the farmers have expressed concerns about the government's intentions and have called for a complete rollback of the provision. The government has also stated that it is open to negotiations with the farmers, but the farmers have demanded a complete rollback of the provision first.

Why are the Himalayan serows sighted?

The Himalayan serow is a rare and elusive animal found in the Himalayan region. It is a small, swift, and agile animal that is typically found in rocky and mountainous areas. The Himalayan serow is threatened by habitat loss and poaching, and its population is considered to be stable. However, the recent sighting of a Himalayan serow in Spiti valley is significant because it is the first time that the animal has been sighted in the area. The sighting has raised hopes among conservationists and wildlife officials.
Canada wants to reduce quorum for holding constitutional council meet

The members of the council of the Prime Minister, Chief Justice Sharif’s Panel on Transparency and the Opposition of the Department of Administration for First Time, the Joint Panel, and the President 2022 Metric. The moving court’s one week for the Council of Administration, and a new law. The constitution requires that the president’s election be held within five days of the announcement of the election results by the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court has already announced the election results for the President of Pakistan, and the next general election is scheduled for May 2022.

The government has assured the people of the country that it will ensure the fair and transparent conduct of the election, and it will also take all necessary steps to protect the rights of the people. The government has also assured the people that it will ensure the依法/transparent conduct of the election, and it will also take all necessary steps to protect the rights of the people. The government has also assured the people that it will ensure the依法/transparent conduct of the election, and it will also take all necessary steps to protect the rights of the people.

The government has also assured the people that it will ensure the依法/transparent conduct of the election, and it will also take all necessary steps to protect the rights of the people. The government has also assured the people that it will ensure the依法/transparent conduct of the election, and it will also take all necessary steps to protect the rights of the people. The government has also assured the people that it will ensure the依法/transparent conduct of the election, and it will also take all necessary steps to protect the rights of the people. The government has also assured the people that it will ensure the依法/transparent conduct of the election, and it will also take all necessary steps to protect the rights of the people. The government has also assured the people that it will ensure the依法/transparent conduct of the election, and it will also take all necessary steps to protect the rights of the people. The government has also assured the people that it will ensure the依法/transparent conduct of the election, and it will also take all necessary steps to protect the rights of the people.
Credit devaluation since 2013 due to worsening asset quality: RBI

The accommodative monetary policy and reduction in the repo rate contributed to larger credit to the economy, which helped cushion the impact of devaluation, the RBI said.

The value of rupee under official foreign exchange market arrangements (hereafter, the official market), measured against the US dollar, stood at Rs 73.60 per dollar on Monday, the highest level since August 2018, according to data from the Reserve Bank of India (RBI). It had widened the foreign exchange market’s daily trading band from Rs 71.85 to Rs 75.15 to Rs 71.85 to Rs 75.35.

Mozurudin said that the value of the rupee in the official market had been driven up by the rise in the US dollar index due to rising US yields and expectations of a key policy meeting by the US Federal Reserve on Tuesday.

The upturn in the rupee value was driven by an improvement in the current account deficit (CAD), Mozurudin said.

RBI’s Moneymarket & Foreign Exchange Cell saw a narrowing of the CAD to Rs 1,300 billion in February from Rs 8,000 billion in January, which was the highest level since June 2019.

The rupee had strengthened by 0.4% against the US dollar in the official market and was trading at Rs 73.97 per dollar on Monday, the highest level since September 2018.

The rupee weakened in the early part of the day and fell 0.3% against the US dollar before starting to recover. It remained volatile throughout the day, with the foreign exchange market’s daily trading band widening to Rs 71.85 to Rs 75.35.

The rupee was 0.1% lower at Rs 73.60 per dollar at 12.20 pm on Monday against the US dollar and was at Rs 73.75 per dollar against the euro.

What do Pre-Budget consultations entail?

Pre-Budget consultations are meetings held between the government and various stakeholders to discuss the government’s plans and policies for the upcoming financial year. These consultations are important as they help the government to gather insights and feedback from different sectors of the economy, which can then be considered while preparing the budget.

The government usually invites representatives from various industries, sectors, and stakeholders to provide their inputs on the economic conditions and challenges faced by their respective sectors. They may be asked to share their expectations, concerns, and recommendations for the upcoming budget.

The suggestions and inputs collected during these consultations are considered by the Finance Ministry while preparing the budget. The budget is then presented to the parliament for discussion and approval.

In the coming months, the government is expected to hold several consultations with various stakeholders to gather inputs for the upcoming budget. The outcome of these consultations will be reflected in the Union Budget 2023-24, which is expected to be presented in February 2023.
The last quick to have such a buzz was Akram.

There was excitement in the days of the late Wasim Akram. People were excited about the return ofWasim Akram, partly because he was too good to be true. But many others were excited about the return of Wasim Akram, partly because it was a temporary return. Kapil Dev had his tremendous appeal, but some people are not so sure about bowlings. Wasim Akram is in a position of his other.

Just 14 months into this Test career, he became the first Indian bowler to take 200 wickets in a single year. He became the first Indian bowler to take 200 wickets in a single year, in England, Australia, South Africa, West Indies, New Zealand and India. He bowled his most recent spell of four overs for 33 runs in New Zealand, but he bowled his most recent spell of four overs for 33 runs in New Zealand, the only over when he bowled his most recent spell of four overs for 33 runs in New Zealand. He bowled his most recent spell of four overs for 33 runs in New Zealand.

When Bumrah bowled over Australia

Bumrah is no ordinary bowler.

When, at the stroke of lunch after a doggedly
tested Australia batting line-up, he produced
typical Australian bowling. A slower ball, that
he could have put anywhere in the last two
days. It was the same sort of ball that he produced against Sri Lanka in Colombo. In Colombo, it was the same sort of ball that he produced against Sri Lanka in Colombo. That ball was the sort of ball that he produced against Sri Lanka in Colombo.

The left-hander himself gave a different response.

"I have been working on my skills over the past few months," he said. "I wanted to improve my bowling, and I think I have done that.

At the stroke of lunch on Tuesday, he made it very clear that he is the sort of bowler that any team would want to have in their side. When he produced that ball, it was the sort of ball that he produced against Sri Lanka in Colombo.

It was a test of whether or not he could produce a ball that was as good as the one that he produced against Sri Lanka in Colombo. He produced a ball that was as good as the one that he produced against Sri Lanka in Colombo.

What is interesting is that he produced a ball that was as good as the one that he produced against Sri Lanka in Colombo.
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